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Dashboard.The new arrangement gave King and his small staff a
push toward better resource allocation, which was long overdue.
But he also began assembling the last of the new rules that brought
environmentalism into conservation’s DNA. The most important of
those rules was the 1978 Endangered Species Act, which would
require the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to list as threatened or
endangered species “any species that the Service determines is
likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future.” The
law had strong bipartisan support in Congress, but as King
admitted in a 1977 speech to the National Wildlife Federation,
“There were not enough of us to push it through.” The final act
came in 1973, when Congress ratified the U.N.’s Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD), an international agreement to protect
plants and animals. But even under the CBD’s new covenant, the
United States has a dismal record of protecting a long list of
species that many conservation biologists believe deserve the
protection they won through the Endangered Species Act. A review
of that record was conducted by the U.N.’s Environment
Programme, and the results were grim. Only 14 percent of all U.S.
terrestrial mammals and birds were protected under the CBD at
the time the study was conducted, and only a tiny percentage of
those were listed in federal law. The review concluded, “The
United States has, to the consternation of many, not been able to
live up to its obligations under the CBD.” Something needed to
change. Recognizing that the country needed a major shift in its
conservation paradigm, King suggested that the United States
adopt the global perspective that was emerging from the CBD and
one that had become known as “biodiversity.” He also realized the



need to bring the new tools of the environmental movement into
the conservation world.
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